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HIGH-SPEED INTERNET ACCESS POLICY 8
No technology has ever been adopted as rapidly as the Internet, which now reaches half of all US homes.1 And the next
revolution is already underway, as residential Internet users switch
to the high-speed, always-on connections called “broadband.”2
Deployment of residential broadband is, according to the Federal Communications Commission, proceeding satisfactorily.3 But
there is a threat to this progress: Inefficiencies imposed by the government in an effort to fine tune broadband deployment or protect
particular interests could slow or even halt the process.
SPEEDS: A “bit” is the fundamental unit of binary information—a 0 or a 1. The speed
of communications devices is measured in bits per second.
The basic abbreviations are:
Thousand bits per second: Kilobits (Kbps)
Million bits per second: Megabits (Mbps)
Billion bits per second: Gigabits (Gbps)
Trillion bits per second: Terabits (Tbps)
Quadrillion bits per second: Petabits (Pbps)
Quintillion bits per second: Exabits (Ebps)
On your computer, file sizes are shown in “bytes.” A byte is 8 bits, which is the
amount of information necessary to constitute a single letter in binary code. Thus, a
56-kilobyte file is 448 kilobits, and would take 13.6 seconds to transmit at the standard
modem speed of 33 Kbps.

Technologies. A consumer gets basic Internet access by
dialing up an Internet Service Provider (ISP) over a conventional
telephone line. The ISP then connects the user to the Internet
“backbone” and “middle mile,” a network of almost 19 million miles
of fiber-optic cable (usually called just “fiber”) laid over 200,000
miles of routes blanketing the nation and transmitting data at
speeds from 155 Mbps up to 10 Gbps.4 The telephone-wire based
connections between the ISP and the user—called “the last mile”
and “the last hundred feet”—operate at a logy 28.8 to 56 Kbps.
High-speed connections can transform the Internet experience.
At 1.5 Mbps a three-minute song downloads in 13 seconds, as
opposed to six minutes with a standard modem. A two-and-onehalf-minute video clip takes 47 seconds instead of 21 minutes.
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Faster last-mile connections have long been available, for a price.
Institutions needing more than 10 or 12 Internet connections must obtain
special high-speed lines, called T1 or T3, which have existed since 1960.5
Over the past 15 years, most of these lines have been converted from
copper to fiber, creating the potential for virtually unlimited capacity.6
Fiber costs too much to be installed over the last mile to residences; no
revenue stream now foreseeable would recover the current costs.7 Writers on high-tech assume that fiber to residences will happen, but only
gradually, perhaps over decades. However, industry sources say that new
fiber systems are under development, some of which claim to cut by twothirds the installation cost for last-mile residential fiber, which currently
approaches $5,000 per subscriber.
For example, an experimental technology called SAM, for Sewer
Access Module, relies on a robot to install last-mile fiber in municipal
sewer lines.8 Current costs are comparable to digging, but they may come
down, and the installation time is cut in half.
Even without affordable fiber, technologies for high-speed connections
are available now or are coming on-stream that rely primarily on existing
telephone and cable TV lines, or that require no wires. These transmit at
speeds ranging from 200 Kbps to 1.5 Mbps and can be priced at only $40
or $50 per month, cheap enough for residential and small-business use.
They include:
Cable TV lines. The coaxial cables that carry TV signals can also carry
the Internet, and approximately three million households are now connected, at speeds ranging from 200 Kbps to 1.1 Mbps downstream and
100 to 200 Kbps upstream.9 Almost all of these are residential customers, because cable has two disadvantages for business use: Performance
degrades as the number of users on a loop increases, and providing adequate downstream speed requires that most of the capacity be allocated
to communication in this direction.
DSL (Digital Subscriber Lines). Ordinary telephone wires can be
equipped with software and switches that send data on frequencies not
used for voice communication. As of November 2000, 1.7 million subscribers accessed the Internet via Asymmetrical DSL (ADSL). (Asymmetrical
means that speeds are faster downstream than upstream.) Of these, 1.2
million were residential and the balance were businesses or other institu55

tions.10 Speeds are 144 Kbps to 2.2 Mbps downstream and 90 to 640
Kbps upstream, depending on the distance from the central office. ADSL
is inferior for business use because of its lower upstream speeds, and
some businesses use more expensive Symmetrical DSL (SDSL) services,
which deliver at least 1.5 Mbps in each direction, as much as a T1 line.
DSL lines are geographically limited. For ADSL, the subscriber must
be within 18,000 feet of the telephone company central office at the absolute outside limit (and closer for thinner wire), and for faster service he
must be closer yet. (However, 80 percent of all local telephone loops are
less than 18,000 feet, with the average being 9,000 feet.11)
Fixed wireless. Wireless Internet connections operating at up to 1.0
Mbps had 144,000 subscribers as of 2000.12 This technology initially
required a clear line of sight and was vulnerable to weather, but newer versions are overcoming these handicaps. The economics of wireless dictate
that marketers concentrate on residential and small-business customers
beyond DSL range of a telephone central office.
Satellite. Fourteen million households get their TV via satellite. Internet access can be added to TV, and is now used by over 200,000
households. Downstream speeds are 400 Kbps, but upstream links use
telephone lines, at a speed of less than 56 Kbps. This limits the utility of
satellite connections, especially for business. Nor is satellite suitable for
multiuser businesses because of complicated switching problems. Thus,
the major current market is for residences in remote areas where no
other means of Internet access is economical. However, two-way satellite service is coming on-stream, and already has an estimated 75,000
subscribers.
Other. Yet more technologies are possible:
8 Engineers and entrepreneurs salivate over the possibility of solving the technical problems that prevent transmission of data over electric
power lines. The answers always seem near, but are not yet within
reach.13
8 A laser-based wireless technology relies on nodes installed on
urban rooftops. Data is sent from one to another at speeds of 622 Mbps.
Promoters see it as a substitute for both fiber and conventional wireless.14
8 Communications airplanes working in shifts could supply wireless
broadband over a 60-mile diameter. The idea’s originators say that three
planes could supply the equivalent of 6,500 T1 lines.15
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Which technologies will pay off and which will become road kill is
impossible to predict. It is also difficult for businesses to assess the economic feasibility of these non-fiber technologies in the face of uncertainty
about the future installation costs of fiber systems that might provide superior service. Billions of dollars turn on the answers to these questions.
Regulatory structures. The different broadband technologies are
regulated under a mishmash of inconsistent statutory and regulatory
structures.
DSL lines are treated like telephone service-providers are “common
carriers” which must serve all comers. Cable TV has no common-carrier
obligation, but, as described below, FCC recently indicated that it is willing
to impose similar rules in the guise of open access for ISPs. Also, until
the 1992 cable act limited the granting of exclusive franchises, cable companies were granted local monopolies, and the effects of this benighted
policy still roil the field. Wireless and satellite are subject to different
regimes.
The government, in the form of FCC, Congress, or various executive
agencies, continually tries to fine tune communications policy and competitive structure. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 is full of such efforts.
This philosophy does not inspire confidence, because FCC has a deeply
troubled history: It suppressed FM radio from the mid-1930s until 1960,
left UHF spectrum underutilized for decades, delayed cable TV for almost
20 years, and is only now allowing satellite radio, which has languished at
the Commission since 1990.16 One analyst describes recent FCC policy
as “preoccupied with giving long-distance providers advantages over local
carriers; cable competitors and Internet firms over traditional telephone
carriers; and wireline over wireless providers.”17 Hopefully, new appointments to FCC herald a renewed emphasis on reliance on market forces.
Specific policy issues. In the 106th Congress, several bills were
introduced with the avowed purpose of accelerating the deployment of
broadband so as to enhance competition and promote access by underserved populations. These, or variations, are expected to be re-introduced
in the 107th Congress.
Analyst Adam Thierer ranked these bills according to whether a
proposal would promote both deregulation and increased reliance on
competitive forces. S. 1043 received an A; H. R. 2420 a B; S. 877 a C;
H. R. 1686 a D; and H. R. 2637 an F.18
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Number
S. 1043
H. R. 2420
S. 877

H. R. 1686
H. R. 2637

Sponsor
John McCain (R-Ariz.)
Billy Tauzin (R-La.)
John Dingell (D-Mich.)
Sam Brownback (R-Kan.)
Don Nickles (R-Okla.)
Larry Craig (R-Idaho)
Bob Goodlatte (R-Va.)
Rick Boucher (D-Va.)
Earl Blumenauer (D-Ore.)

Title
Internet Regulatory Freedom Act
Internet Freedom & Broadband
Deployment Act
Broadband Internet Regulatory
Relief Act

Internet Freedom Act
Consumer & Community Choice
in Access Act

Those advocating more government intervention have difficulty finding a problem that needs to be solved. Two issues are cited: broadband
deployment and open access to broadband connections by all ISPs. Upon
examination, neither area seems to present problems serious enough to
justify the harm inherent in intervention.
Broadband deployment. According to FCC, the Internet backbone
already blankets most of the nation; it is accessible directly or through fiber
middle mile in 59 percent of the zip codes, representing 91 percent of the
population.19 Because Internet backbone and middle-mile connections
reach virtually every local telephone exchange, DSL can be made available to most telephone users. Further, because Internet backbone/middle
mile connects to telephone exchanges, the superior (but more costly) T1
and T3 lines needed by business users are also accessible.
Facilities needed for coaxial broadband are also widely available.
Cable TV has 69.3 million subscribers and runs past 97.7 million of the
nation’s 102.5 million households; 75 percent of this cable plant has
received the upgrades necessary for Internet access.20 Satellite and wireless are coming on-line to service remote locations. FCC notes that even
consumers in small towns have increasing access to all kinds of broadband services.21 Furthermore, multiple channels are becoming available,
and households will soon be able to choose among Internet access over
cable TV lines, over DSL-enabled telephone wires, from wireless systems,
or by satellite. Cable TV companies are now “overbuilding”—putting new
systems into areas already served by an incumbent cable company, which
creates yet more competition.22
However, some industry experts raise an important caveat: These raw
numbers do not convey the full complexity of the issue. Basic Internet
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backbone has extended capacity, but in many sections of the nation, especially areas far from major urban centers, the middle-mile links to it are
congested and/or costly. They see a continuing need for more regional
backbone and middle mile.
It is neither possible nor desirable for the government to try to fine
tune such a confused and rapidly changing situation. In all probability,
the primary impact of any government action would be to sow uncertainty,
litigation, and delay.
What is needed is not a subsidy or a regulatory program, but deregulation: removal of restrictions, such as those that prevent the Regional Bell
Operating Companies from building long-distance infrastructure, or even
from transferring data packets over existing lines between FCC-designated local calling areas, or those that prevent other telephone companies
from acting freely.23
Some observers accuse telephone and cable companies of sloth in
upgrading their facilities for last-mile DSL and cable access, and urge government action to goad them. But one can be certain that each company,
eager to make money and to lock customers into its version of broadband,
is proceeding as rapidly as circumstances permit. If they appear slothful, it
is due to technological problems and a climate of regulatory uncertainty.24
FCC is concerned about a lack of advanced Internet access by rural
residents. But satellites, which provide high-speed downstream access,
are becoming ubiquitous. So the only real complaint is that the upstream
link may require a toll telephone call, a thin basis on which to build a program of government subsidies.25 And even that problem will be eliminated
by the next generation of two-way satellites.26
If some government encouragement of deployment is enacted, tax
credits (as opposed to direct subsidies or special regulatory breaks) represent the least destructive approach. But even this is unnecessary and
unwise.
Open access (or forced access). Several firms that developed
broadband cable planned to bundle access to the Internet with the role of
Internet Service Provider. TCI, for instance, provided exclusive rights to
an affiliate, Excite@home, while Time Warner systems provided exclusivity to the Roadrunner service.
Many regulators argue that this deprives consumers of choice, and
that cable firms should be required to allow customers to access any ISP.
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Some cities have imposed forced access as a pre-condition for approving
cable mergers, but the courts have struck down such attempts.27
At the federal level, FCC long resisted pressure to require forced
access. But when the Federal Trade Commission required Time Warner
to allow access to alternative ISPs as a condition of its merger with AOL,
FCC endorsed the FTC action and added further conditions of its own.28
Forced access, like subsidies for deployment, is a solution in search of
a problem. Cable companies are not inclined to reject potential customers
who prefer an ISP not affiliated with the cable company. AT&T entered into
agreements with several ISPs, and AOL Time Warner had no incentive to
handicap its cable-access business by insisting on AOL as an ISP.29
Even if a cable company were to bundle access and ISP, so what?
Given the many means of broadband access to the Internet, there is room
for a variety of business models. Some companies might offer bundles of
access plus an ISP. Others would go the opposite way, selling an open
policy of allowing the consumer to use any ISP. Some ISPs might want to
integrate into construction of DSL or fiber access loops.
The agencies’ imposition of a forced-access requirement has thrown
the area into confusion. Will similar rules be imposed on all other access
providers? The openNET coalition, which represents ISPs, is pushing this
policy.30 If not, what distinctions will be drawn? Is the present policy of
treating telephone-wire DSL providers as common carriers going to continue? Why would we need a system in which each and every access
provider must provide a link to each and every ISP? Existing ISPs could
be a prime source of investment in broadband access; have FTC and
FCC now made this impossible? Will mandatory-access rules result in
lengthy rulemakings and years of litigation, similar to what accompanied
the imposition of mandatory-interconnection requirements for telephone
companies?
As noted above, building high-speed networks is costly, requiring
investment of tens of billions.31 Uncertainty is deadly; so is a mandate
that firms share their networks with competitors on regulated terms. As
FCC staff noted in 1999, “Mandated access…could reduce the financial
incentives and the build-out capital for cable companies to make the large
investments necessary to upgrade their systems.”32 In plain language, this
means in some locations the companies—whether cable TV, telephone,
wireless, or other—may not be able to deploy broadband profitably unless
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they can receive multiple revenue streams, perhaps from a package of ISP
access, advertising, and content. If so, open-access requirements could
abort the deployment of broadband in many locations.
The example of Open Video Systems (cable connections that act as
common carriers and carry programming from any source) is instructive.
These were, in theory, to be encouraged by the 1996 Telecommunications
Act and FCC. Instead, they are non-existent.33
Policy recommendation. Any monopoly power that develops in the
course of rolling out broadband technologies will be ephemeral. If the
government tries to micromanage the process or subsidize particular technologies, the damage will be long-lived and perhaps permanent, because
the effort will create uncertainty and discourage investment.
Rather than create new subsidies or impose new layers of regulation,
policymakers should work on deregulation, on eliminating current regulatory barriers to the provision of broadband Internet access.
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INTERNET PRIVACY 8
In conjunction with the release of its annual Internet privacy
report in May 2000, the Federal Trade Commission asked Congress for the authority to regulate on-line information practices.1
Aside from doing little to improve the state of privacy on the
Internet, new regulations would stifle innovation, raise costs to consumers, and create a new universe of victimless crime.
Background. Companies gather information about consumers on-line, just as they do off-line, to more accurately target their
advertising. They do this two ways. The first is by asking visitors to
fill out a form when they visit a site. Consumers can refuse to do
this, but often this is a prerequisite for gaining access to that site’s
services or information. In this sense, the consumer’s information
acts as currency on the Internet. A 1999 study found that 86 percent of Internet users polled wanted the ability to exchange their
personal information with websites, as long as they knew the benefits for doing so and were informed about the use of their data.2
The second way companies gather information is more controversial, but no less benign. Tiny files known as “cookies” are sent
to the user’s hard drive to keep track of the sites he visits and the
advertisements that catch his attention. If consumers prefer, they
can set their browsers to ask them before accepting cookies or to
block them entirely (it takes four clicks on Microsoft’s Explorer).
The May 2000 FTC Internet Privacy report verified the increasing
state of information-notification practices on commercial websites.
The number of sites in the “most popular” sample that have posted
privacy policies was up from 14 percent in 1998 to 66 percent in
2000. Similarly, a random sample of all websites returned an 88
percent posting rate this year.3 However, FTC brushed over these
improvements and took issue with the substance, or lack thereof,
of these privacy policies, and then asked Congress for the authority
to regulate them.
It is in businesses’ interest to meet consumer demands.
Simple as that sounds, it is a notion foreign to bureaucrats and leg-
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